Buyer’s Disclosure and Agreement for Installation of a Vehicle Starter Interruption Device
and GPS System

I am buying the below-referenced vehicle from the dealer identified below in accordance with
the terms and conditions of a Retail Installment Contract signed by me, where said Retail
Installment Contract is dated the same date as the Buyer Agreement for the Installment of a
Vehicle Starter Device and GPS System.
Date: _________________________________________________
Dealer: ________________________________________________
Signer’s Name: _________________________________________
Co-Signer’s Name: ______________________________________
Vehicle Description:______________________________________
Vehicle Identification Number:______________________________
Device Serial Number:____________________________________
I understand that the Dealer has equipped the Vehicle with a starter interruption device or a
GPS System or both. The GPS is a tracking system which will allow the Dealer or any entity
that purchases the Contract from the Dealer to locate the Vehicle in the event of default or theft.
I understand that I do not own the Device or GPS until I pay my Agreement off in full. I
understand that the cost of the Device or GPS, as well as the cost of installation, was not
directly or indirectly charged to me. The Device is designed to ensure that I make my payments
on time as required by the Agreement.
I understand that I may not be able to start the vehicle if I am in default of my Agreement. The
most typical reason for default is failure to pay any amount due under the Agreement when it is
due. I understand that the Vehicle will not be disabled unless and until I default. I also
understand that the Vehicle may still start even though I am in default.
I understand that if the Device is activated, in order to restart the Vehicle if it is disabled, I will
need to bring my Agreement current with New Millennium Finance LLC in order to have the

Device de-activated. If my Agreement is not promptly brought current, New Millennium Finance
LLC will take all actions permitted by applicable law to reprocess and sell the Vehicle.

Consent For Installation and Operation of the Device
By initialing and signing below, I am acknowledging the fact that the Vehicle was equipped with the
Device and the GPS; that I consent to the installation of the Device and the GPS; that it is my choice to
buy this Vehicle from the Dealer with the Device and GPS; and that if I prefer to buy a vehicle that does
not have a Device and GPS, that I am free to find a different or alternative seller of automobiles.
By initialing and signing below, I am acknowledging my understanding and acceptance of the terms and
conditions of this Agreement regarding the installation of the Device and the GPS, plus my obligation to
make timely payments under the Agreement , and the consequences if I fail to make my payments when
due.
Signer’s
Initials
_________

Co-Signer’s
Initials
__________ 1. I understand and agree that I may be able to purchase a vehicle from another

dealer who may not require installation of the Device or GPS, but I am choosing
to purchase this Vehicle and I consent to having the Device and GPS installed.
_______ ________ 2. I agree that I have been provide operating instructions, which explain how the
Device and the GPS operates and my obligations with respect to the use of
both.
_______ ________ 3. I understand and agree that I am not the owner of the Device and the GPS until I
pay off my Agreement in full. Until I pay my Agreement in full, the Device and
the
GPS are the property of the Dealer or its designated assignee. I understand and
agree that as long as I am not the owner of the Device and the GPS I will not
tamper with, alter, disconnect or remove the Device or GPS. I agree to
reimburse New Millennium Finance LLC or its designee for repairs to or
replacement of the device and GPS made necessary by my attempt to
disable or tamper with the Device and GPS unless the law provides
otherwise.
_______ ________ 4. I understand and agree that either New Millennium Finance LLC or its designee
may activate the Device and the GPS if I am in Default.
_______ ________ 5. I understand and agree that the Vehicle may not start if any amount due under
my Agreement is not received by New Millennium Finance LLC when it is due.
_______ ________ 6. I understand and agree that if the Device is activated either New Millennium
Finance LLC or its designee may activate the GPS to locate the Vehicle.
_______ ________ 7. I understand and agree that if the Device is activated the Vehicle may not start
until I bring my Agreement current and the Device is de-activated.
_______ ________ 8. I understand and agree that if the Device is activated and the Vehicle will not
start, I can obtain one “emergency use day” per calendar month by calling
732-251-0077. I understand and agree that any use of an” emergency use day”
shall not be deemed a waiver of any rights or remedies that I, the Dealer or New
Millennium Finance LLC may have and shall be deemed a waiver of any breach

or default in any terms, conditions, or covenants contained in any agreement.
_______ _______ 9. I understand and agree that the Dealer has the right to assign its rights, title and
interest in the Agreement, at any time and has assigned the Agreement to New
Millennium Finance LLC. The assignment of the Agreement by the Dealer does
not in any way affect the terms and conditions of this Agreement.
_______ ______ 10. I understand and agree that only the Dealer or its authorized representatives are
permitted to perform maintenance on the Device, the GPS or any of their
components. Should maintenance or repair be required for the Device or GPS, I
agree to make the Vehicle available to the Dealer or its representatives during their
normal business hours. I understand and agree that the Dealer shall have full
responsibility for the cost of all repairs to the Device and the GPS, except for
repairs caused by my tampering with, altering, disconnecting or removing the
Device or the GPS.
_______ ______11. I understand and agree that once I pay off my Agreement in full I am the owner of
the Device and GPS. I also understand and agree that after I am the owner of the
Device and the GPS I must contact with the Product Vendor to use the Device and
GPS as a theft control product, or any other services provided by the Product
Vendor in connection with the Device and GPS. The Product Vendor will provide
me with information regarding the cost of these services.
If I do not want the Device and the GPS to remain with the Vehicle after I have paid
off my Agreement in full, the Device and the GPS will be removed from the Vehicle
at no charge to me. I understand that I must make the Vehicle available to the
Dealer or an authorized representative for the removal of the Device and the GPS.
To arrange for the removal of the Device and the GPS, I must call (732)251-0077.

Notice to Buyer
Do not sign this agreement before reading it. By signing below, I acknowledge and agree that I
have read the Agreement, and completely understand the terms of the Agreement, and agree to
all of its terms. I also agree that I have read the Device and the GPS’ operating instructions and
that I had any questions regarding the Device and the GPS answered to my satisfaction.

Signer’s Signature______________________ Co-Signer’s Signature_____________________

Dealer Representative’s Signature________________________________

Dealer Representative’s Name

________________________________
(Print and Title)

